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Creating
High-Quality
Cinemagraphs Without The Ability Of Photo Editing Software
Getting online viewers is not only having impressive contents, but it is also about
attracting visual advertising. The realization of that concern leads to launch of
Graphitii - a sort of software regarded as a potential tool for imaging advertisement of
brands and higher ranking.
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/MarketersMedia/ -- Everybody acknowledge that attention is the key to success. Therefore, they are
overuse tons of photgraphs and video on newsfeed of everywhere surfer go; however, it all looked
the same and lost in the feed. Nowadays, marketers have to grab people attention and instantly
impress them just like some top leading brands such as Mercedes and Gucci's cinemagraphs. In
order to increase the focus of customers into their products, these top ones utilized the power of
cinemagraphs. Cinemagraphs stuck on people head by tweaking instincts that have stayed inside
every audience since they used to go hunting wooly mammoths and sabre-tooth tigers. These
cinemagraphs force the audience to look at them and then, once they grab that attention, they lock it
down. This method sees the very positive results as it leads to the final buying decision from
customers. Nevertheless, it is costly to make cinemagraphs. On average, a low-end Cinemagraph
can charge $50. Perceiving the highly efficient and the demand for creating a cinemagraphs creator
comes the new product called Graphitii.
Graphitii soft is created by Joey Xoto, an experienced marketer who has been working in the online
marketing field for many years. He knows exactly what kind of mess people usually have when they
start doing online business. He has designed Graphitii to help marketing newbies save time and
efforts in online sales only by using his marketing and video expertise.
Graphitii Soft is a web-based application that turns users' videos into a cinemagraph that converts.
Graphitii specializes in creating high-quality cinemagraphs without the ability of photo editing
software. The outcome can be thrilling, but the procedure is very simple.
oMake Cinemagraphs Faster Than Ever: Graphitii lets anyone produce gorgeous, dynamic
cinemagraphs with just a couple of simple clicks.
oNo complex software To Install with 100% Web-Based: Graphitii is completed web-based which
means that there is no complex soft to install and can access projects anywhere even on mobile
devices.
oTransform bland Videos Into gorgeous Cinemagraphs: The software allows their users to upload
their videos straight into the web app and create fully personalized cinemagraphs as their prefer.
oNo Technical Skills Required, No Outsourcing Necessary: Graphitii has been developed to be
simple &amp; easy to use. Meaning anybody, no matter what technical ability, can utilize Graphitii to
create beautiful cinemagraphs. No need for expensive outsourcers also.
From the producer experiment, Graphitii brought some very positive results when using, with social
media marketing is up by 34%, Facebook's engagement is up by 85% and Twitter's engagement up
by 110%, organic blog reach is up by 71%, even email engagement has been boosted by a massive
72%.
Currently, the Graphitii Software team are offering a lifetime license for a such a small fee one-off
fee with 5 related bonuses:
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oViral Video Box: This plugin for WordPress allows branding audio and video players with preferred
logo. Users can also include time stamp callouts such as optins, CTAs and other pop-ups.
oVideo Marketing Blueprint: With this, marketers can use videos to market their business and
generate huge leads starting today without the need for video making or recording skills.
oYoutube Video Mastery: Learn how to create compelling video content specifically for YouTube
videos.
oSmart Video Sales Letters: Learn to craft highly persuasive and compelling video sales letters.
oVideo Rank Alliance: Learn about the simple but powerful techniques to rank videos on YouTube
quickly &amp; easily.
To recap, using Graphitii app, now people can generate cinemagraphs that improve their blog's
reach as well as increase their social media engagement, while reducing the expense of any running
ads by half.
Concerned reader may find more specific information in Graphitii software review.
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